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YHA (England and Wales) 
  Youth Hostel Profile  

compiled by the Association’s volunteer archivist, John Martin, 2021-09-19 
 

Alston Youth Hostels  
 

Alston (Sun Inn) Youth Hostel     1933 to 1955 
 
Sun Hostel, Front Street, Alston, Cumberland 

Historic County:  
Cumberland 

YHA Region: Lakeland GR: NY 719464 

 
Front Street is the main street of the small town of Alston in the High Pennines, which claims 
to be the highest market town in England. From Station Road it heads east, rising very steeply 

before turning abruptly to the south at the market place. On the north side of the sharp corner once stood old, tall 
and gaunt commercial buildings, one of which was the Sun Temperance Hotel.  
 

 1  2  
1: a busy scene at Alston’s market place. Simon Danby advises that the style of gas lamp indicates that it dates from before 

1912. What may already have been the Sun Temperance Hotel, later to become the youth hostel, stands in the centre, though 
it bears no hotel title. The Union Club (sign above the central door) existed cheek-by-jowl with J Lancaster (Miller and Bacon 
Curer) and JH Henderson (Plumber and Carpenter). There was also a cyclist’s club before, and possibly while, YHA operated 
here under the early adopted hostel arrangement; 2: there may only be one or two years between these two photographs, as 
this one might be as early as 1912, given the new design of lamp and the immature staked sapling, both to commemorate 
George V’s coronation in 1911, and a news sheet in the shop window indicating the Titanic tragedy of 1912. There are new 

boards advertising the Sun Temperance Hotel (original collection Simon Danby, to whom thanks for much historical information) 
 
Lakeland Region of YHA opened their adopted hostel here in the main premises and outbuildings at Easter, 1933. 
That year’s edition of the regional guide Hostels in Lakeland and the North-East briefly described the facilities: 

ALSTON. Mrs Sproat, Sun Temperance Hotel, Alston, Cumberland (10 men, 8 women). 
Store: Adjoining. Bathing: None. Bus: Passes door. Station: ½ mile. OS Map: 10. 

Next hostels: Rockcliffe 31 miles, Gretna 32, Gilsland 17, Edmundbyers 24, Kirkby Stephen 33, Newbiggin 22. 
NB: no cooking facilities during 1933 Season. 

 
Despite an increase in bed numbers to 21 and the provision of cooking facilities in 1934, it appears that the hostel’s 
first years were precarious; as soon as March 1934 Lakeland region minutes declared that no action was to be taken 
on the offer of another building, though whether this would have been for reasons of failure, replacement or expansion 
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is not clear. Nevertheless, the region’s annual report in 1936 claimed that the hostel was under threat of closure; it was 
hoped to arrange alternative accommodation in 1937. Indeed, Rucksack Magazine of New Year 1937 described the 
premises as no longer available. To the rescue came a grant from the Government’s Special Areas Fund, money aimed 
at softening the impact of unemployment in crippled areas, that helped to save or open hostels in Northern England 
and South Wales at that time. These included new-build hostels at Borrowdale and Eskdale in the Lakes and struggling 
establishments at Edmundbyers in County Durham and here at Alston. The Sun Hostel premises were thus purchased 
outright by YHA in time for Easter 1937, the title deeds passing to the YHA Trust. 
 
About this time, Mrs Sproat gave up the warden’s position and was replaced by Miss Jackson, probably the same Miss 
Mary E Jackson who was named on the 1939 England and Wales Register (a kind of census) rather quaintly as ‘Youth’s 
Hostel warden’. While the hostel had been running on an adopted basis, YHA’s recorded usage was very meagre, with 
annual overnights in the low hundreds. When YHA took full control, figures for the late 1930s showed an immediate 
improvement, reaching 1,000. The bed capacity increased substantially, from men 13, women 8 to men 30, women 
10, suggesting that more of this large building was now used as YHA accommodation.  
 

    1 
 

    2 
Two postcards of the Sun Temperance Hotel that are difficult to date precisely but may have been used in the first YHA era.  

1: the first is clearly marked ‘Hotel’. A notice on the left states ‘Motorists and Cyclists catered for’. The van and sports car 
suggest that the image is about contemporary with the hostel’s opening, however; 2: this example shows the full ‘Sun 

Temperance Hotel’ title. As it was posted in April 1934 and the sender proclaimed that he was having ‘a jolly good time’  
it is perhaps not too fanciful to suggest that he might have been staying at the hostel (author’s collection) 

 
At some stage, possibly on change of ownership, the Hotel signage was replaced by a new style of title emblazoned 
across the front of the building in bold san serif: Sun Hostel. As early handbooks gave the address as ‘Sun Temperance 
Hotel’, emphasising the adopted nature of the hostel, the old signs may have persisted for a few years.  
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On the outbreak of war, Alston hostel was required to close to house official evacuees, according to YHA’s Lakeland 
region annual report for 1940, published early in 1941. Nevertheless, hostelling activities trickled on into 1940, with 
a bare 138 members’ overnights, perhaps side-by-side with evacuations, as at Robin Hood’s Bay youth hostel, only for 
the Regional Council to agree that the hostel should close until further notice at the end of November 1940. The 
wardens would be allowed to carry on living in the premises rent free, no doubt to safeguard the Association’s property 
for peace time.  
 
Simon Danby, Alston archivist, explains that Italian prisoners of war used the Sun Hostel during hostilities. It seems 
likely that YHA relinquished its own operation here at the end of 1940 to facilitate this. 
 

    1 
 

 2  3  
1: at some stage up to 1939, when this postcard was posted, the façade of the temperance hotel was refurbished and the sign 
changed to ‘Sun Hostel’. This may have been to proclaim full youth hostel status from 1937. Very curiously for a fully controlled 
hostel, there is no usual metal YHA signage on display; 2: a party of Italian prisoners of war congregates outside the Sun Hostel;  

3: town children with their snow sledges (1: author’s collection, 2&3: undated photographs, original collection Simon Danby) 
 
YHA’s Lakeland region announced in its 1945 annual report that it was considering reopening here, but it took until 
1st April 1947 to realise that hope. Mr and Mrs Last were placed in charge and there were now 52 beds. This was a 
period of great confidence in the national network, during the post-war boom in local holidaymaking. It saw then-
record numbers of hostellers and hostels. Almost 3,000 stayed at the Sun Hostel in 1948, but by 1950 the numbers 
started to slide and Lakeland Regional Council was arranging a change back to adopted hostel status.  
 
Things didn’t go smoothly; within two months the adoptive wardens resigned. The excellent Tyneside Hosteller 
magazine of May 1951 explained that the hostel’s status had indeed changed back to accommodation hostel (a most 
unusual double reversal of ownership status) and Jack Bolton was warden.  
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A rare image of hostellers congregating outside the Sun hostel. It is dated 1951  

(original collection Simon Danby)   
 

Three years later the regional annual report stated that the hostel had numerous operational difficulties and closure 
was suggested if no improvement could be found. The hostel included Sun Cottage, which the regional treasurer was 
to try to lease in 1954, and a shop.  
 
Part of the problem regularly expressed by hostellers was that the structure was in very poor repair. It was clear that 
the building’s days were numbered. The hostel duly closed on the last day of 1955. YHA was anxious not to incur 
extra costs and successfully negotiated the sale of the property to Alston Rural District Council on 24th August 1956 
so that the association would not stand the expense of demolition.  
 
The block in which the hostel stood was soon razed and the immediate area very considerably remodelled. A larger 
co-operative shop, very approximately on the site, replaced the previous one down the hill.  

 

 
A much later animated scene outside the Sun, compared with the first photograph in this profile.  

The crowd has gathered to celebrate Queen Elizabeth’s coronation in 1953 (original collection Simon Danby) 
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    1 
 

    2 
 

    3 
1&2: more dating curiosities in postcards. 1: the sketched example was posted by a hosteller in 1947, but shows a distinctly  
pre-war style of ‘squashed triangle’ YHA emblem over the middle door. Perhaps it was old postcard stock from earlier days;  
2: this example proudly displays the official YHA insignia and almost certainly dates from the hostel’s reopening in 1947;  
3: a press report photograph from an unknown publication of 29th December 1956. The central building here largely 

demolished was the youth hostel, the top floor of which had been used for some time as the Union Club.  
The demolition was carried out by Mr JL Jackson and his men (1&2: YHA Archive; 3: original collection Simon Danby) 
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Alston (the Firs) Youth Hostel     1975 to present 
 
The Firs, Alston, Cumbria CA9 3RW 

Historic County:  
Cumberland 

YHA Regions: Lakes, North GR: NY 717461 

  
In the early 1970s YHA’s Lakes region (formerly Lakeland region) was riding high. In September 1973 the region’s 
minutes told how the group was heading for another record year. The final statistics to the end of that month would 
show approximately 256,000 overnights and 365,000 meals at its hostels. The total of overnights for July and August 
alone exceeded annual totals of two other regions.  Saturation point had been reached in the high season.  
 
It was against this background that prospects for both new and much improved hostels were good.  There was already 
much modernisation of existing hostels in central Lakeland, and plans for two new hostels on the western flanks of 
the Northern Pennines were developing. It was remarkable that the region could find the resources to open Alston 
and Dufton hostels within months of each other, though each was aided significantly by outside funding. The pair 
was planned in response to the very significant rise in importance of the Pennine Way, and followed on from the 1965 
newly built hostel at Langdon Beck. The three hostels would provide for 34 miles of tough walking and climbing over 
a two-day span. Dufton was an immediate upgrade from the hostel at nearby Knock, but Alston would close a 20-year 
gap since the closure of the Sun hostel. The Countryside Commission had offered to pay 75% of the anticipated cost 
of £56,000 for the scheme, with YHA paying part of the remainder. Inevitably, there were minor frictions and 
arguments about the exact ratio, and at one stage early in 1974 the plan seemed to be in jeopardy, but things were soon 
resolved. 
 

 
Alston’s new hostel, the Firs, was two years old when member and regular cyclist Ron Sant snapped the building  

from the car park in July 1977, when there was no dedicated cycle storage at the left-hand side (author’s collection) 
 
The Lakes annual report for the year ending 30th September 1973 advised of the Alston development:  

Plans for a new hostel at Alston are now complete. The site is on the Pennine Way as it enters the town and will 
form a vital link in the chain of Pennine Way hostels. The hostel is likely to be superior grade and the extra facilities 
will be welcome to Pennine Way walkers completing the arduous stage from Knock over Cross Fell.  

 
At this time the regional officer added a laundry room to the left of the entrance to the plans.  
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By September 1974 Lakes region was reporting that preparatory work was under way. At first, they reckoned 
18 months to two years to completion, but this was soon amended to one year, September 1975. A provisional 
date for an official opening was set for Easter 1976. 
 
On 17th March 1975 the Executive Committee concluded that extra Department of Education and Science 
money would be available for equipment at Alston and Dufton because it was not now supporting 
developments at South Wales region’s Port Eynon hostel. The grant for equipping Alston would total £2,250 
against a total spend of £4,813. A week later, the Land and Building sub-committee was hoping for a joint 
official opening of the two new hostels on 13th September 1975, though in effect Alston’s was a month later 
and Dufton’s two months later than that proposed. Even so, Alston’s build would be finished by the end of 
July, two months ahead of its original completion date, a most unusual circumstance for a new build hostel.  
 

As a late alteration, an extra window was added in the assistant warden’s room. 
The regional committee decided that the hostel would be Superior grade, closing 
November and December or January and February, alternating with Dufton. 
 
On 1st September 1975 the Executive committee confirmed that YHA had taken 
responsibility for the building. The hostel welcomed its first members as early as 
22nd September, three weeks before the official ceremony. 
 
Left: the invitation brochure of the official opening of YHA’s second Alston hostel, the Firs, on 11th 
October 1975 (YHA Archive) 
 

The brochure to commemorate the official opening told the story of the hostel’s gestation: 
The first hostel in Lakeland Region was established in Kirkby Stephen in 1931. The following year [actually 1933] 
a hostel was opened in Alston at the Sun Temperance Hotel and accommodation continued to be provided for 
YHA members until 1955.  
 

It is therefore most appropriate that after a lapse of twenty years, a hostel should be re-established in Alston, for 
not only is this an important point on the Pennine Way, but it is also an excellent centre for high moors and the 
lovely valley of the South Tyne.  
 

Interest in a new hostel was first expressed by the former Alston with Garrigill Rural District Council and in 
November 1970 the Lakeland Regional Council of the YHA approved the investigation of the possibility of 
establishing a 30-bed hostel at Alston. Meetings were subsequently held with representatives of the District 
Council and the Cumberland County Council culminating in the County building the new hostel under the 
National Parks and Access to the Countryside Act of 1949, the cost of the project being shared between the 
Countryside Commission, the YHA and Cumbria County Council.  
 

The new hostel fulfils a demand for accommodation from walkers, cyclists those who are simply seeking a little 
peace and quiet away from the busy hostels of Central Lakeland.  
 

The Hostel Building 
 

The building sits compactly on a triangular plot between the Pennine Way footpath and the cemetery road, in a 
position that makes allowance for possible future extensions if required. The site, which originally sloped 
considerably, now provides the building with an elevated aspect on the western side and yet still maintains a low 
profile by cutting into the embankment on the eastern boundary.  
 

Sympathetic materials and simplicity of detailing have been chosen to blend with the local vernacular and also 
minimise maintenance. The local stone boundary walls have been repaired and re-built where necessary.  
 

The hostel is entered via the car park from the cemetery road or by steps directly from the Pennine Way. A canopy 
shelters the entrance to the reception area where the warden accepts bookings at the counter and also sells essential 
commodities. Walking boots are deposited here and drying facilities are immediately available. The drying room 
has an alternative outside door for use when the hostel is closed to members during the day.  
 

Immediately inside the reception lobby is a gathering area with public telephone and notice boards. From here an 
open rise stair leads to bathrooms and dormitories. The bay window in the members dining room provides views 
along the Pennine Way and also through the fir trees to the South Tyne below. The lounge is two steps down from 
the dining room and opens out onto a small terrace.  
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There are two separate kitchens, one in which the warden prepares meals for members and the other in which 
members may cook their own food. On the first floor are dormitories for eight, six and four persons, together with 
male and female sanitary accommodation with showers. At the far side of the building is the warden’s fully self-
contained flat.  

 
Amongst those responsible for the building were WR Wark, RIBA, ARIAS, FRSA (Director of Architectural and 
Building Services), RW Mather, RIBA (Principal Architect) and H Kearton and Sons Ltd (General Contractor). 
YHA’s new Alston property was a combination of freehold purchase and leasehold. It was vested in the YHA Trust 
as ‘Land and Buildings’ on 30th June 1976. 
 
Lakeland region’s annual report for 1976 could barely disguise its enthusiasm for the new facilities: 

We were delighted in the early days of the period covered by this report to establish a new purpose-built hostel at 
Alston and also to move from Knock into an imaginatively converted private house overlooking Dufton’s village 
green. Both hostels essentially serve Pennine Way walkers and also provide ideal bases for cycling tours in a largely 
uncommercialised area of great beauty. Alston hostel is literally parallel with the Pennine Way and speaking at the 
opening ceremony Tom Stephenson wryly remarked that had it been any closer to the long-distance path it would 
have constituted an illegal obstruction!   

 
When the new partner hostel at Dufton was due to open, the warden of its immediate predecessor, Knock youth 
hostel, was EJ Jefferson. He was due to take over at Dufton but successfully applied to switch to Alston, to become its 
first incumbent. Len Snowball took the reins at Dufton. An article on YHA’s Golden Jubilee in Cumbria Magazine, 
May 1980, waxed lyrical about Mr Jefferson’s catering skills: 

Warden ‘Jeff ‘Jefferson’s prodigious black pudding breakfasts were said to be the only reason why some walkers 
ever set out along the Pennine Way. 

 
Tragically, Mr Jefferson died in February 1978. Bob Richardson took on the role of warden immediately, and helped 
establish the hostel firmly over a period of tenure of more than 20 years, steering it into the 21st century. Though a 
relatively small establishment, it achieved overnights of between 2,500 and 3,000 in most years. No doubt the 
provision of a meals service and its essential position helped cement its success.  
 

     
George Miller and his family were seasoned hostellers. From Lincoln, they were amongst the army of volunteer wardens and 
helpers who supported the Association, but they were just as keen on family hostelling. The Millers took a huge number of 
photographs like this in and around the entire network of hostels. They are of great value in telling the story of YHA. He 

snapped this scene in 1984. It shows the rather rudimentary hardstanding and carpark that was provided at first.  
The hostel sign is of much earlier design than the green ‘tree and roof’ symbol seen on the next page (author’s collection);  
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    1 
 

 2  3    
 

    4  
These images of ‘the Firs’ hostel date from the early 1990s and were provided as publicity material for the  

Rent-a-Hostel scheme, to give an idea of the facilities available.  
1: almost all exterior photographs of Alston hostel are taken from this spot. Here, a group of cyclists prepares for departure; 
2: the self-catering kitchen; 3: the dining area, quite formally laid out here. The squared bay affords attractive views towards 

trees and the steep drop to the South Tyne River below; 4: the lounge. As at other contemporary new hostels such as  
Helmsley and Hawes, exposed pale brickwork was in vogue (YHA Archive) 
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A Datapack publication for schools, dated about 1990, stated that there were five dormitories, two with 8 beds, one 
with 6 and two with 4. These and the washrooms have always been located on the first floor.   
 
YHA instigated an extraordinary arrangement over the winter of 1997-98. Black Sail youth hostel, situated over 60 
miles west of Alston in lonely Ennerdale, was being equipped with solar panels and a small wind turbine; meanwhile, 
over the rebuilding period, bookings for Black Sail were handled at Alston hostel. 
 
A year later, YHA News announced that Alston hostel was much improved following internal refurbishment and the 
painting of the outside, in preparation for summer 1999. At the same time, other local hostels at Dufton, 
Edmundbuyers, Greenhead, Kirkby Stephen, Langdon Beck and Ninebanks joined Alston in a promotion, offering 
three nights for the price of two until the autumn. 
 
The North of England was very hard hit by the Foot and Mouth outbreak of 2001. Almost all northern hostels 
suffered a severe reduction in overnights, partly enforced by decree and partly by the public’s reluctance to venture 
into the countryside even when they could. Alston’s overnights in that year were typical, shrinking from 3,142 in 2000 
to 1,244 in 2001. The financial consequences for YHA were serious and played out over several years. In 2006 a series 
of hostel closures and sales was proposed, even of hostels that made a modest profit or broke even. It hit hostels on the 
Pennines hardest of all. Though Alston hostel’s overnights had recovered quickly, YHA placed the premises on the 
market in July 2006. A silver lining was that several of the sales were to result in the former premises emerging as 
privately owned hostels running in collaboration with YHA’s Enterprise scheme. The final YHA managers in the first 
years of the new millennium were Geoff Cawte, Alison Marshall and Angela Pearce in turn. 
 
Alston hostel was sold in October 2006 and would continue to trade as normal under this scheme. The new owners 
were Val and Dave Lowson, hugely experienced managers from YHA Grinton Lodge, which they had run for almost 
20 years from 1978 until their retirement early in 2007. Phil Webster joined the team, moving from the small 
Enterprise hostel at Duddon Estuary, Millom, that had operated for eight years.  
 
During their time at Alston the Lowsons fitted new double glazing throughout. They and their guests benefited from 
the extra space and facilities that a new conservatory attached to their own quarters could provide. The hostel 
continued to thrive. It hosted a cycling group in August 2009 that included Olympic medallists. It took part in YHA’s 
scheme to plant 100 trees across the network. 
 
YHA’s Council Bulletin of 1st July 2011 described how Phil Webster, who was responsible for the enhanced bike 
facilities at the hostel, had set off on the adventure of a lifetime after months of preparation: 

Riding the Great Divide will take him from Edmonton, Canada, all the way south through the Rockies to the 
Mexican border, a total of 3,000 miles of mostly off-road riding and 200,000 feet of ascent in three months. After 
a shaky start with a nail-biting 24-hour wait at Edmonton airport for his bicycle and essential equipment to catch 
him up, he is now pedalling to Banff where the trail starts.  

 
In 2013 it was time for the Lowsons to retire in earnest and for Phil Webster to move on. They hoped that Alston 
would remain as an accommodation hostel affiliated to YHA: 

YHA Alston is looking for new owners. Val and Dave Lowson and Phil Webster, owners of YHA Alston, are 
looking for a buyer for their hostel. Val says the traditional hostel has a good reputation and is very much an asset 
to the community as well as YHA. The hostel is presently on an Enterprise contract and could continue on 
Enterprise.  
 

The hostel offers a full meals service and good self-catering facilities in England’s highest market town with steep 
cobbled streets surrounded by wild fells.  

 
The new owners were Linda and Neil Willmott and Linda’s sister Jenny Bradley. Again the transition was seamless.  
 
There has been considerable refurbishment of the property. At first, all bedrooms and the landing were repainted and 
brickwork attended to. In 2015, a new door and window were fitted at the entrance. In 2016, a considerable 
improvement was made to landscaping and resurfacing of the car park and hostel entrance area.  
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The following year a completely new roof was fitted, and more major improvements followed in 2018 with the 
repainting in a smart dark grey of the exterior, and the refurbishment of the male and female washrooms, toilets and 
the four showers. Neil Willmott has undertaken all internal and external improvements. 
 

 1  2  
 

    3  
 

 4  5  
Recent renewal works. 

1: preparation for the resurfacing of the car park in 2016; 2-4: stages of the complete reroofing in 2017; 
5: from a lofty position, Neil Willmott starts the major task of repainting the whole hostel in 2018 

(images by permission of Neil and Linda Willmott)  
 
The hostel entrance leads to the reception space, with the laundry room on the left. On the right is the stairwell, then 
the L-shaped lounge area overlooking the front and the dining room on the river side. To the rear is the spacious and 
well-equipped self-catering kitchen.  
 
The cheerful mosaic-patterned chairs in the dining areas and lounge are newly-reupholstered recycled versions of the 
original hostel seating.  
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 1 
 

 2 
1: this recent aerial photograph shows well the simple design of the hostel at Alston, in very smart external condition. The car 

park area has now been transformed. Not often seen is the attached staff house to the rear. Jutting out on the right of the main 
building is the bay window of the dining room, overlooking a path from the Pennine Way and the drop to the South Tyne River; 

2: rear view of the hostel, with the staff accommodation to the fore, from the neatly laid out Alston cemetery. The image  
shows the marked slope of the hostel site before it descends more steeply to the South Tyne River at the tree line.  

The hostel’s eastern wing is in fact cut into the bank on the right. In summer, as here, the vegetation is dense,  
but in winter the bare trees afford attractive views down to the river and to the fells beyond 
(1: image by permission of Linda and Neil Willmott, 2: author’s photograph, August 2021) 

 
There have always been 30 beds, all on the upper floor. In the eastern wing, probably in the 1990s, the two original 8-
bedded rooms were each subdivided to create a more flexible arrangement, as follows: Room 1, 2 beds; Room 2, 6 beds; 
Room 3, 6 beds; Room 4, 2 beds. On the western side, overlooking the river, Room 5 and Room 6 (further forward) 
both have 4 beds.  Room 7 in the extended wing at the front has 6 beds. Rooms 1 and 4 are sometimes marketing as 
singles. The washrooms and showers are on the rear section of the upper floor. There is secure indoor cycle storage for 
at least 20 bikes. Free Wi-Fi is available at the hostel. 
 
In recent years meals provision has concentrated on breakfasts, though evening meals can be provided for schools. 
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 1  2  
 

 3  4  
  

 5  6  
 

 7  8  
More recent images of Alston hostel (by permission of Linda and Neil Willmott). 1&2: the new car park and refreshed entrance; 

3: the path on the west side of the building; 4: modern secure bike storage; 5: 6-bedded sleeping accommodation, Room7; 
6: hostel lounge; 7: dining room; 8: self-caterers’ kitchen 
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    1   2   3 
1: the author’s membership card stamp from the year after Alston’s second hostel opened. It features Alston’s market cross;  

2: National Cycle Network signpost totem in the hostel car park; 3: Alston hostel pin badge 
 

© John Martin, 2021. YHA Profiles are intended to be adaptable in the light of new materials gained by YHA Archive 

Overnights – inclusive periods each year as follows 
1933-1991: previous Oct to Sept; 1992: Oct 1991 to Feb 1993; 1993-present: Mar to following Feb 

¶: Alston Sun hostel;   ∆: Alston the Firs hostel 
W: Wartime closure;    <: the 79 bednights  for late 1955 were registered in the 1956 annual report;  
<<: the 3273 overnights registered were strictly for 12 months from October 1st 1975 but no doubt 
included figures from opening a week before that;   *: 17 month period;    E: Enterprise / YHA hostel 

          

… 1931 1932 1933 1934 1935 1936 1937 1938 1939 
… … … 265¶ 402¶ 368¶ 423¶ 655¶ 1057¶ 1061¶ 

          

1940 1941 1942 1943 1944 1945 1946 1947 1948 1949 
138¶ W¶ W¶ W¶ W¶ W¶ W¶ 1584¶ 2891¶ 2456¶ 

          

1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 
2523¶ 1997¶ 2177¶ 1703¶ 1213¶ 1012¶ <79¶ … … … 

          
          

1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 
… … … … … 0∆ <<3273∆ 3412∆ 3305∆ 3199∆ 

          

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 
2803∆ 2608∆ 2434∆ 2799∆ 2712∆ 3269∆ 2681∆ 2875∆ 2553∆ 2864∆ 

          

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 
2688∆ 2524∆ 2755*∆ 2234∆ 2543∆ 2596∆ 3348∆ 2986∆ 3093∆ 2824∆ 

          

2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
3142∆ 1244∆ 2504∆ 3046∆ 3153∆ 3094∆ 2419∆ open E∆ open E∆ open E∆ 

          

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 
open E∆ open E∆ open E∆ open E∆ open E∆ open E∆ open E∆ open E∆ open E∆ open E∆ 

          

2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 
open E∆ open E∆ … … … … … … … … 


